




We will learn about…

• The relationship between astronomy and astrology.

• How to use the scientific method, critical thinking, and skepticism 
to prove that astrology is incorrect.

• Why billions of people still believe in astrology despite an 
overwhelming body of evidence against it.

The Crab Nebula
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Astronomy and religion

• Imagine living in ancient times, thousands of years ago, without the 
scientific knowledge we have now.

• At that time, people didn't know what caused natural phenomena 
such as storms, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, droughts, 
diseases, and so on.

• In the absence of rational scientific explanations, gods and other 
hypothetical beings were said to control different aspects of nature.



Astronomy and religion

• Ancient cultures thought that natural disasters happen as 
punishment, when the gods are displeased with them.

• In fact, some people still think this way today, even though 
scientists fully understand what causes these natural phenomena.



Astronomy and religion

• The ancients also didn't understand the celestial bodies.

• What they saw in the sky was an intricate pattern of fixed glowing 
dots.

• Some of these dots formed shapes that resembled animals, people, 
or objects. So they assumed this must mean something.



Astronomy and religion

• They also saw 7 bodies moving between those stars: the Sun, the 
Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

• These bodies move in complicated paths, as if they have a will of 
their own.

• The sky was a huge mystery beyond comprehension!



Astronomy and religion

• Both the gods and the celestial bodies were mysteries, so perhaps 
they are related to each other?

• Ancient cultures all over the world associated gods with each of the 
7 moving celestial bodies known to them.

• This practice dates back to at least 2600 BC with the ancient 
Sumerians, but existed in many cultures throughout the world.



Ra, Egyptian God of the Sun
Credits: Jeff Dahl

For example, the Sun 
was represented by 
gods such as Ra in 
ancient Egypt --



Shamash (Utu), Mesopotamian God of the Sun
Credits: Katolophyromai (Wikipedia)

Shamash in ancient 
Mesopotamia --



Helios and His Chariot on a Vase, circa 430 BC
Credits: British Museum

And Helios in 
ancient Greece.



Luna, Roman Goddess of the Moon
Credits: Anthony Majanlahti

The Moon was 
associated with the 
Roman goddess 
Luna --



Chandra, Hindu God of the Moon
Credits: Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

The Hindu god 
Chandra --



Igaluk, Inuit God of the Moon
Credits: Internet Archive Book Images

And the Inuit god 
Igaluk.



Astronomy and religion

• Even modern religions today still claim that their gods live "in the 
heavens", although they don't associate them with specific celestial 
bodies.

• The seven days of the week were actually named for these 7 
moving celestial bodies and their associated gods in many different 
languages.

• For example, in English, Sunday is the day of the Sun, and Monday 
is the day of the Moon.



Astronomy and religion

• In many Romance languages, such as French and Italian:
• Tuesday corresponds to Mars,

• Wednesday to Mercury,

• Thursday to Jupiter,

• Friday to Venus, and

• Saturday to Saturn.

• All of these are gods associated with the planets.



Astronomy and religion

• In English, Saturday is still named after Saturn, but the other days 
are named for the Norse counterparts of the Roman gods 
associated with the planets:
• Tuesday is named after Tyr,

• Wednesday after Odin,

• Thursday after Thor, and

• Friday after Freya.



Astronomy and religion

• It was natural to associate celestial objects with gods, because they 
do influence our lives.

• The Sun brings light and warmth, and dictates our daily activities. 
Without it, life cannot exist.

• The position of the Sun in the sky correlates with the time of day 
and the change of seasons.

• The Moon also influences things on Earth by affecting the tides.

• All this was already known to ancient astronomers tens of 
thousands of years ago.



Astronomy and religion

• Ancient cultures noticed that different stars and constellations 
mark certain periodic events.

• For example, in Egypt, the star Sirius appears in the night sky for 
the first time around mid-July.

• Before that, it's only in the sky during daytime, so it cannot be seen.

• Farmers used this to predict the annual flooding of the Nile.



The birth of astrology

• Associating celestial bodies with gods led to the belief that the will 
and intentions of these gods can be interpreted by studying the sky 
and looking for celestial “omens”.

• The movements and timings of the Sun, Moon, and planets, and 
unusual astronomical events such as eclipses, were seen as 
communication from the gods.

• This practice started at least 5,000 years ago with the Sumerians, 
but it is most likely much older than that.



The birth of astrology

• Astrology was originally developed as a way to organize these 
omens.

• The oldest known system of astrology is Babylonian astrology, 
which was developed as early as 1800 BC.

• Many examples of Babylonian astrology are documented in a series 
of 70 clay tablets from around 1600 BC, called Enuma Anu Enlil.

• They survived to this day and contain the interpretations of 
thousands of celestial omens, and other omens such as weather 
phenomena and earthquakes.



The birth of astrology

• Babylonian priests attempted to interpret celestial events using 
two methods.

• The first method was an abstract association of ideas between 
celestial phenomena and certain events.

• For example, if the new moon appeared earlier than expected, then 
this was associated with the idea of something happening 
prematurely, which was considered a bad omen.



The birth of astrology

• The second method involved using observations and historical 
records to try to find correlations between celestial phenomena 
and good or bad events that happened at the same time.

• For example, if the rising of a new moon seemed to be correlated 
with a good event, such as victory in battle, then it was considered 
a good omen.



The birth of astrology

• Babylonian astrology gradually spread throughout the world to 
many different cultures, including Egypt, Greece, Rome, and the 
Islamic world.

• However, other cultures developed astrology independently, for 
example the Hindus, Chinese, and indigenous peoples in North 
America.



The birth of astrology

• Around 200 BC, the Greeks developed astrology further by 
introducing the idea that celestial objects influence the lives of 
individual people.

• They believed that the configuration of the Sun, Moon, and planets 
at the moment of a person's birth dictated their personality and 
affected their fortune throughout their lives.

• This concept is called natal astrology.



Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos
Credits: Joachim Camerarius

In the 2nd century, 
Ptolemy wrote the 
Tetrabiblos ("Four 
Books“).

They summarized the 
techniques and 
philosophy of 
astrology at the time.



Astrology vs. science

• Ptolemy’s other work, Almagest, was considered the definitive text 
on astronomy for more than a thousand years.

• Today, astronomers know that Almagest is incorrect, since it 
describes a geocentric model and contains many other errors.

• Therefore, we don't consider it an authoritative source of 
information about astronomy anymore.



Astrology vs. science

• Just like Almagest, the Tetrabiblos is widely known to be incorrect.

• The claims it makes that can be tested scientifically have been 
proven false.

• Despite that, the Tetrabiblos still forms the basis of modern 
Western astrology.



Astrology vs. science

• This provides a great illustration of the difference between 
astronomy and astrology.

• Astronomy is a science, so it changes and evolves over time. Old 
theories are discarded if their predictions don't match 
experimental or observational data.

• Astrology is not a science, so astrologers never bother to check if 
astrology is actually correct, they just accept it as a fact - despite 
overwhelming evidence against it.

• We call astrology a pseudo-science: it often claims to be a science, 
but it doesn’t actually employ the scientific method.



Astrology vs. science

• Let's go back to the second method used by the Babylonian priests 
to determine the meaning of celestial omens.

• They collected data about celestial phenomena and tried to find 
correlations with historical events.

• This method actually resembles science, in that it involves 
analyzing observational data!

• However, that's where the resemblance ends.



Astrology vs. science

• The Babylonian priests assumed that correlation implies causation.

• Today we know that the fact that two events seem to correlate
doesn't necessarily imply there is any causal relationship between 
them.

• A good scientific hypothesis must explain the mechanism of action
by which one event causes the other.

• The Babylonians never attempted to suggest any mechanism by 
which the celestial objects could cause or influence events.



Astrology vs. science

• Another important aspect of modern science is experimental 
testing and falsification of hypotheses.

• It's not enough to just find correlations in existing data. A 
hypothesis must make predictions that are not already in the data.

• Scientists must perform experiments to test these predictions 
before they can accept the hypothesis as a valid theory.



Astrology vs. science

• If the predictions do not match the experimental results, then this 
means the hypothesis is incorrect, and it must be thrown away!

• The hypothesis is only considered to be valid, and promoted to a 
scientific theory, if experiments have successfully verified enough 
of its predictions.

• The more predictions verified, the more confidence scientists can 
have that the hypothesis is indeed correct.

• Scientists never have 100% confidence in a theory. They are always 
ready to replace it with a better one with better predictions.



Astrology vs. science

• Babylonian astrology did not involve any form of hypothesis 
testing.

• Today we know that the correlations the priests noticed were just 
pure coincidences. So many of the predictions must not have come 
to pass.

• If those predictions were part of a modern scientific hypothesis, 
then that hypothesis would have been discarded.

• So why didn't the Babylonian astrologers realize their hypothesis 
was wrong after its predictions didn't turn out to be correct?



Astrology vs. science

• This was thousands of years before the scientific method was 
invented, so people were not yet used to thinking rationally.

• They had no method of determining what's true and what's not, 
and beliefs were indistinguishable from facts.

• It's likely that it never even occurred to them that a hypothesis 
needs to be discarded if it makes incorrect predictions.



Astrology vs. science

• After all, even today many people still believe in astrology even 
though its predictions can easily be shown to be incorrect.

• The scientific method and rational thinking are skills that need to 
be learned, people are not born with them. And it took humanity 
thousands of years to figure them out!



Astrology vs. science

• Another possible reason that the hypothesis was not discarded is 
called confirmation bias.

• People are naturally biased towards confirming their existing 
beliefs.

• They tend to remember predictions that were fulfilled, and forget 
about predictions that were not fulfilled.

• An important part in the training of any scientist is to become 
aware of this bias and know how to correct for it.



Astrology vs. science

• A third reason is that Babylonian priests used astrology to guide 
their rulers.

• It is almost certain that in many cases they simply made up omens, 
to make those rulers do what the priests wanted them to do.

• Using religion or other supernatural beliefs to manipulate and 
control people has been common practice since prehistoric times, 
and it is still very common today, so it's safe to assume it existed in 
Babylonia too.



Astrology vs. science

• Exploring astrology gives us excellent insight not only into the 
scientific method, but also into the psychological and even political
factors that cause people to ignore the scientific evidence.

• This is very important knowledge to have. Even if you do not want 
to be a scientist, you may still want to be able to tell fact from 
fiction. This can sometimes be a matter of life and death!

• So let's dive deeper and discuss some of the evidence against 
astrology.


